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Introduction
Recent market microstructure data sets often contain tens of thousands of transactions. This has brought life to models of the spread proposed in the market microstructure literature. How does the spread evolve from transaction to transaction? Will equilibrium ever be reached?
How does the ability to observe other investors limit orders affect the answers?
Virtually all transactions are irregularly spaced in time. Some transactions occur seconds apart while others are separated by minutes. Also, transaction prices are discrete as they must change in multiples of the smallest allowed unit. The time between trades, the duration, tends to be shorter near the opening and prior to the close, as documented by Engle and Russel (1998) . Other time of day, or diurnal, patterns have for example been documented for the volatility and trading volumes. High frequency data exhibits strong dependencies not found in daily, weekly or monthly data.
In some datasets, for example the Trade and Quote (TAQ) distributed by the NYSE, bid and ask quotes are time stamped together with transaction prices. The time of the transaction is often accurately recorded down to the second. Notably the definition of posted bid-ask quotes vary. At the NYSE, quotes are valid for fixed quantities of shares (or "depth"), and among electronic exchanges, Taiwan stock exchange posts non binding "reference" prices.
The market micro structure literature focuses on how prices and posted bid-ask quotes adjust.
Ideally, new information is available to all investors at the same time, and prices immediately adjust to a new equilibrium. In practice, this is a fair approximation in some situations. But as the time frame shrinks, information is more likely to be unevenly distributed. For example, the processing speed might differ among investors. Also, liquidity investors trade when they need money, without information, while informed investors trade on private information.
To accommodate for this, asymmetric information models have been proposed by Copeland and Galai (1983) , Glosten and Milgrom (1985) , Easley and O'Hara (1987) and Foster and Viswanathan (1994) . Often three investor categories are proposed, where market makers have an information disadvantage relative to informed investors while liquidity investors trade randomly. To the market maker or other limit order traders, the third category, informed and uninformed investors are indistinguishable. Informed investors profit from trading with market makers and uninformed investors and market makers post bid-ask quotes wide enough to compensate for trading with informed investors.
In addition to order processing and asymmetric information models, inventory models have been proposed. For example Stoll (1978) , Amihud and Mendelson (1980, 1982) , Ho and Stoll (1981) proposed inventory models where market makers are compensated for holding unwanted inventories. Also, statistical models have been proposed. Following Roll (1984) , there are covariance models proposed by for example George, Kaul and Nimalendran (1991) and Stoll (1989) . Also, indicator models have been proposed by for example Glosten and Harris (1988) and Madhavan, Richardson and Roomans (1996) . Hasbrouck (1988 and 1991) contributed to this field by proposing and testing a vectorised autoregressive (VAR) indicator model.
Among empirical research, Afflek-Graves, Hegde and Miller (1994) , Jones and Lipson (1995) , Lin, Sanger and Booth (1995) , Porter and Weaver (1995) compared dealer and auction markets. Among those who examined time of day, or diurnal, patterns in the spread during a trading session, Madhavan, Richardsson and Roomans (1996) In 1997 Huang and Stoll published a seminal paper where they built on Roll's model (1984) , combining earlier order processing, inventory and asymmetric information components. Huang and Stoll (1997) examined 20 shares traded at the NYSE, all included in the Major Market Index. Since then, Huang and Stoll's (1997) model has been used in several different empirical settings.
In this study Huang and Stoll's (1997) statistical indicator models are examined. The purpose is to decompose the posted bid-ask spread of 10 randomly selected OMX index shares into Huang and Stoll's (1997) order processing, inventory and adverse selection cost components.
Following Huang and Stoll (1997) , trades before the opening and closing call are removed.
Interestingly, the trading mechanism at the NYSE and Stockholmsbörsen (SB) differ. Notably there are no market makers or specialists at SB. Also, the trading system at SB has been computerized since 1989. Although there are no formal market makers at SB, limit order trading is supported by the exchange, sustaining behavior similar to that of market makers. Huang and Stoll's (1997) This study contributes to previous research in three ways. Firstly, quote revisions without trades are not excluded, as limit order investors are expected to change posted quotes sometimes without immediate trades. Secondly, here a version of Huang and Stoll's (1997) three way decomposition with a diurnal probability of reversed trades is proposed and tested.
Here the diurnal probability is modeled with polynomials. Thirdly, a dataset with five month of 10 randomly selected OMX index shares have been examined, a dataset not widely examined before.
The results are that fixed probability of reversed trades ranges from 12.38 percent to 21.25 percent. This means that trade continuations are highly probable. Even so, this study supports the Huang and Stoll (1997) model. The signs of estimated adverse selection cost component coefficients are positive for all stocks ranging from 0.31 percent to 10.75 percent. No bunching procedure was used in this study, which probably would have yielded higher adverse selection coefficients. Also, this study finds diurnal patterns in the probability of reversed trades. However, this does not affect the coefficients for adverse selection or inventory cost components. But diurnal probabilities of reversed trades do have an important implication for the size of the expected changes in the mid quote. Diurnal patterns in the probability of reversed trades support earlier notions of larger spreads and higher transaction volumes at the opening and leans support to some informed trading taking place during the first 15 minutes after the opening.
The remainder of the study is organised as follows. Section 2 contains a description of the market structure at SB. Section 3 presents the methodology and section 4 the data set. The study ends with section 5, empirical results, and section 6, concluding remarks.
Market structure at Stockholmsbörsen
The trading system at Stockholmsbörsen (SB) was fully computerised in 1989. Brokers enter orders for stocks, convertibles, premium bonds and warrants with a trading application called SAXESS from their offices. Entered orders are matched against limit orders already in the order book. If an arriving limit order is not filled it is added to the order book as another limit order. Order can be entered as Fill or kill; where all shares have to be processed, or as Fill and kill; where as many shares as possible are filled at the specified price and the rest killed.
There is also a division between small and large orders. Large orders are of the magnitude of 20 000 SEK or more. The number of shares of a large order depends on the stock price, and is adjusted to nearest 50 or 100 shares every 6 months depending on the current price. When a large order consists of more than let's say 500 shares, then 500 are filled immediately and the rest passed to the order book for small orders.
Brokers can specify the validation time of orders with a maximum of eight days, although the brokers firm can have systems allowing them to offer longer times to customers. It is also possible to enter the order so that it is terminated at a certain date or time of day. Prevailing limit orders are executed strictly by order of arrival, except for trades where one broker acts both as seller and buyer. Then internal crossings are prioritized before time. Price always has the highest priority, no trades are allowed outside the spread. Inside trades are allowed. On exceptions, transactions can be reported manually outside the order book if a trade is agreed on outside opening hours (i.e. by phone). Even transactions outside the spread can be reported if an explanation is attached, but then the brokers may have to explain the reasons to the exchange and the market. SAXESS trading is conducted by members of the exchange; there are no formal market makers. However, there are market makers on SB's derivatives market, but at SB's cash market the member who shows a limit order in the order book only pays 40 percent of the total commission whereas the other member pays 60 percent. The idea is to support liquidity and limit order trading. Trades can be negotiated outside the computerized trading system. When a broker acts as buyer and seller, he pays 50 percent on both transactions. Such a trade must be reported to the exchange within a certain time frame.
Finally, there is an opening and closing call. Small orders are not participating in the price process during the morning call which starts simultaneously at 9.15 for all listed shares. At 9.30, the first stock gets an opening price and is thereafter traded continuously. The official opening time is 9.30, and this holds for summer as well as winter time. 
Methodology
In early bid-ask spread models, serial covariance in the price process played an important role. It is noted that the covariance is a function of the probability of reversed trades. Roll (1984) proposed the following spread model where the efficient spread is exclusively a function of the covariance of the price process;
where is a constant spread and S t p ∆ the price change at time t. The probability of a reversed trade is assumed to be 50 percent.
The model assumes only order processing costs and captures pure bid-ask bounces. This is a strong assumption, since adverse selection and inventory costs are likely. Later Stoll (1989) proposed a model based on the idea that the probability of reverse trades would exceed 50 percent if market makers change posted bid-ask quotes in response to unwanted inventories. Stoll (1989) is the proportion not earned by the market maker. Here π is the probability of a reversed trade. A reversed trade is defined as a trade at the bid followed by a trade at the ask, or vice versa. In their seminal paper, Huang and Stoll (1997) proposed a model, where a trade indicator, Q , equals 1 if a transaction is buyer initiated, -1 if it is seller initiated and 0 otherwise. Notably, it is possible to determine whether the transaction is buyer or seller initiated by comparing the transaction price with the prevailing posted quotes.
In the paper, Huang and Stoll (1997) proposed that the underlying value is unobservable, but that it in absence of transaction costs can be modelled as; Huang and Stoll (1997) proposed that expected changes in the midpoint can be predicted based on past trades, conditioned on the quoted midpoint at time t-1, , and the trade indicator at time t-2, Q ;
where is expected change in the quoted mid point,
π the probability of a reversed trade and Q the trade sign indicator at time t-2.
− t
Based on model (1) and (2), Huang and Stoll (1997) proposed two and three way decompositions of the spread. The two way model separate the order processing cost component from the excess cost component, while the three way decomposition separated the excess cost component into adverse selection and inventory cost components. Again, a reversed trade is defined as a trade at the bid followed by a trade at the ask, or vice versa. Notably, the "spread" does not refer only to the posted difference between the bid and ask. In Huang and Stoll (1997) , an effective spread is also estimated to reflect the true transaction cost for an average sized trade. While investors meet market maker or indicative quotes on some exchanges, the posted bid-ask quote on SB represent the true cost.
The first difference of model (1) and model (2) implies that quotes are adjusted to reflect the inventory cost and information made known by the last trade, and followingly that the mid point change can be modeled as; 
S
is the posted half spread at time t-1.
In the SB data set, posted quotes quite frequently change without trades. A review of the data set reveals that the price and quantity at time t is recorded together with the posted spread after the transaction. Quote revisions without trades are included in the dataset, but excluded from the calculation of the probability of reversed trades. Here Huang and Stoll's (1997) π is the diurnal probability of a reversed trade. Here the probability of a reversed trade depends on the time of the day. Polynomials of four degrees are used to fit the probability of reversed trades to the time of the day.
In practice, large orders may be broken up and executed as several smaller orders. Also, if the size of a single arriving market order is greater than the first limit order in the order book, then that order will be recorded as at least two successive trades with the same sign by construction. For example this affects the calculation of the probability of a reversed trade, defined as a trade at the bid followed by a trade at the ask or vice versa. Huang and Stoll (1997) proposed and estimated models with dummies for the trade size, but although their sample is large, some of these results are insignificant. Also, with a data set allowing a more precise bunching procedure for trades, De Winne and Platten (2003) found that Huang and Stoll (1997) 
The data set
The data set covers five month of transactions from the trading system at Stockholmsbörsen (SB) from which 10 stocks included in the OMX stock index are randomly selected, covering the period from 1 October, 2003 to 26 February, 2004 . The total number of observation is 376131 observations; where 37346 are quote revisions without trades and 60302 the total number of reversed trades. The average stock has 37613 observations in the data set, of which 3735 are quote revisions without trades and 6030 reversed trades. The average fixed probability of reversed trades is 0.1785. Details for each stock are found in Table 1 .
From this file, trades during the opening and closing call are excluded meaning that trades between 9.30 and 17.10 are included. The data set details transaction time, price, volume and posted quotes right after the transaction. Quote revisions without trades are preserved in the data set. The latest available posted spread is always used in estimations, following the logic that limit order investors may adjust quotes without trades. It is possible to determine whether the trade is buyer or seller initiated by comparing the price at time t with the best prevailing posted quotes.
Empirical results and remarks
In this study, Huang and Stoll's (1997) three way decomposition model for posted spreads is estimated using a data set with 10 stocks traded at Stockholmsbörsen (SB), randomly selected from the OMX index. The trading mechanism at SB differs in many respects to that on the NYSE and NASAQ. Notably there are no market makers or specialists at SB, and the exchange has had electronic order books since 1989. Although there are no formal market makers, limit order trading is supported by the exchange sustaining behavior similar to that of market makers.
The Huang and Stoll (1997) model used and extended in this study assumes three types of investors. Liquidity investors trade without information (when we get or need money), while informed investors trade when they have private information. A third category is market makers or other limit order investors, who trade to profit from the difference between bid and ask quotes. On average, market makers or limit order investors profit from trading with uninformed investors, but loose to informed investors. Remarkably, the Huang and Stoll (1997) model encompasses statistical and indicator models by for example Ross (1984 ), Stoll (1989 , George et al (1991) , Glosten and Harris (1988) out of 19 adverse selection coefficient negative. Majois and De Winne (2003) acknowledge that the probability of reversed trades is a critical parameter, and argue that their low values thereof could contribute to their unreasonable results, unreasonable because in their study privately informed investors are a positive thing for market makers and limit order investors.
Fixed probability of reversed trades ranges from 12.38 percent to 21.25 percent in Table 2a .
This means that trade continuations are highly probable. Majois and De Winne (2003) claim that the Huang and Stoll (1997) model may not be suitable for markets with electronic order books. This study however, supports the Huang and Stoll (1997) Table   2a range from 0.31 percent to 10.75 percent, which can be considered small, but not unreasonably so. No bunching procedure is used in this study, which unquestionably would have yielded higher adverse selection coefficients, as the coefficient has conclusively been shown to correlate positively with the order size.
More so, time of day, or diurnal, patterns in the probability of reversed trades are plotted in Figure 1 . When a new model with diurnal patterns in the probability of reversed trades is estimated, the coefficients for adverse selection or inventory cost components in Table 2b are unchanged. But importantly, diurnal probabilities of reversed trades do even so have an important implication for the size of the expected changes in the mid quote, that is the average of the posted bid and ask quote.
This very high diurnal pattern is strongest during the 15 minutes following the opening call at 9.45, local time. Strong positive autocorrelation in the order flow implies that reversed trades are infrequent. The serial correlation makes it easier to predict the order flow, but a directional market also makes it more difficult for market makers or limit order investors to manage their inventory level. If market makers and limit order investors are risk averse, after they will revise the ask downwards following a trade at the bid, and vice versa for trades at the ask. As noted by Stoll (1989) π the probability of reversed trades. Also, as the coefficient for the adverse selection and inventory cost components are unaffected by diurnal patterns in the probability of reversed trades, it seems reasonable to use diurnal probability of reversed trades instead of diurnal parameters for adverse selection (which is where the coefficient is included in the model). In economic terms, diurnal patterns in the probability of reversed trades are hard facts, so to say, supporting earlier notions of larger spreads and higher transaction volumes right after the opening. It is difficult to say something about causal conjunctions though. For example, do informed investors really trade larger volumes? We have to be careful, because of the nature of informed trading. But unquestionably, this study leans support to informed trading occurring during the first 15 minutes after the opening, which should be of interest to investors, regulators and researchers. Table 1 Table 2a presents results from estimating model (7) of posted mid quotes, decomposing the posted spread into order processing, adverse selection and inventory holding cost components. In model (7) the probability of reversed trades is fixed. Table 2b presents results from estimating model (8) of posted mid quotes, decomposing the posted spread into order processing, adverse selection and inventory holding cost components. In model (8) the probability of reversed trades is diurnal, which is depends on the time of the day. In model (8) the probability of reversed trades is diurnal, which is depending on the time of the day. Figure 1 presents the results from fitting polynomials of four degrees to the proportion of reversed trades during each minute of the day. The figure shows the probability of reversed trades as a function of the time of the day.
